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Angelica Harmon - Gauss
The Tale Behind The Art

“Montmartre Bistro”

Three years ago my husband and I took a holiday in Montmartre, France. We’d
been planning for this for well over two years - budgeting, writing our itinerary,
learning the language, or at least the basic phrases we would need to get by, ...
With such high hopes we longed to see the architecture and immerse ourselves
was enveloped by walls of gray clouds. The turbulence was awful, in the airport
by gusts and rain. Check in at our resort was hours away and we were simply
soaked. Our appearance was so dreadful, we had no choice but to abandon our
a corner bistro. I remember we enjoyed a romantic, if not luxourious dinner on
a covered patio, sipping bisque and champagne, and serenaded by a baritone
accompanied by violin.
Years later, I would capture the scene in oil: The cool gray sky, the glistening
white raindrops, the yellow moon breaking through lines in the cloud cover,
and the bluish glow of the basilica, the mocha brown wood of the patio, the
baritone in his red jacket, I in my white dress and my husband in his navy blazer.
to the canvas, it was like magic. I could recall the scene so vividly and the colors
painting. I looked at it and I sobbed, “That’s Montmartre. We have to go back.”
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“That’s Montmartre. We have to go back.”
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Introducing the StoryTeller Exhibition Panel. Printed on durable PVC with a textured satin
fabric face, The StoryTeller offers you the capacity to accompany select artworks with
custom readings and recollections. Include the story that inspired your artwork for added
interest, accompany art with poetry, literature, your artist’s biography and more.
Eye-catching and ready to hang, the
StoryTeller is three times more durable
than traditional foam core backed
posters and sized to accommodate your
literature and your space requirements.
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